
zMors Modular  is a modular synthesizer for the iPad

You can add various modules to your patches connecting them with cables
 

You can use hardware gear with up to 8 usb inputs/outputs
for audio and/or control voltage send and MIDI in/out
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Key Features

64-bit support
Input/output up to 8 audio/cv to your Modular Synth via USB Audio

Optimized for use with Eurorack Synthesizers
32bit Float Audio Engine with up to 16x oversampling

Ableton Link Sync
AudioUnit

InterAppAudio up to 96K
MIDI Input/Output

Very Low Storage for App and Patches 
Skins with Custom Background Images

Modules

OSC, Multimode Filter, WaveTable, ADSR, Slew, VCA,
DSP, Combiner, Oscilloscope, Chords, CV Sequencer,

Step Sequencer, Midi Keyboard, XY Pad, Delay,
Reverb, BPM Clock, 4x4 Matrix Mixer, 

Macro for complex setups, Quantizer, Sample/Hold,
AudioUnit Host (fx+synth), gate/cv to midi, 4 Band PEQ

Tested & Working with External Hardware

-  Expert Sleepers ES-8
-  AudioDamage Odio

-  Endorphin.es - Shuttle Control
-  Scarlett 18i20 and Expert Sleepers ES3
-  RME Babyface and Expert Sleepers ES3

-  MiniDSP USB Streamer Box and Expert Sleepers ES3/ES6

FAQ

-  The pulse trigger from the Ableton Link module can be setup in module settings
-  Modules will only be rendered, when inserted in a chain connected to main output 

e.g. the oscilloscope
-  All preset will be stored in user document folder (json format), 

accessible by iTunes file sharing
-  The filenames are defined by {section}#{name}.json

-  Tap on connected output ports to setup offset, level, etc per cable !!!!
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Getting Started

The zMors Modular Interface

Tap on the patch name between the two arrows to access the Patch List.
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Tap on the +  icon to create a New Patch.

Next you will be prompted to name your new patch.

For this example, I'll name the patch 'NEW'.

This next screen is what you are presented with after tapping the Save option above.
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Unlocking the cables

The red lock icon signifies that the cables are locked.

Simply tap on the red lock icon to unlock the cables access for modifying patches.

The lock icon will now appear grey, signifying that you have entered cable edit mode.

Copying, Exporting & Deleting Presets

First, tap on the area between the two arrows to select a preset.
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Next, tap on the i  icon to access the file sharing options.

Please note - You can also use the cloud icon to access the file sharing options.
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The Settings Menu
Tap on the gear icon to access the settings menu.

The settings menu gives you access to various parameters, including background audio, auto save, the
latency buffer size and scale, as well the recording sample rate.

There are 2 audio engines available - 
• USB Audio In/Out  for use with external hardware
• InterAppAudio with the recording function

Please note - if you change the audio engine, 
                       you will need to restart the app again for the new engine to be active.
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The Background Image may be changed to a photo from your Photo Album.

If you have trouble accessing your Photo Album for the background picture,
simply go to your iPads Settings Menu and switch the access mode to on.

You can also change the color scheme to Dark mode.
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Adding A Module

Tap on the +  icon on the Top Bar to access the module list.

Next, tap on a module to add to your modular system.

Please note - Expand these module titles by tapping on the lightbulb icon. 

Notice the lightbulb icon is now lit and there is a detailed description for each module.
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After you have added some modules, you can move them around using the tap and drag method.

Use a pinching motion to reduce the size of your modules on the screen.

To start connecting the cables, simply tap and drag from one port (circle) to another.

The example below shows a cable being connected from the gate port (GT) of the keyboard, 
and being dragged towards the AMP port of the oscillator (OSC).
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Please note - if you are using a keyboard, don't forget to connect up the CV ports to enable different 
notes to come from each key.

Below is an example of modules connected up with cables.
It is a simple single oscillator synth with an ADSR envelope, playable from it's own keyboard.
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Now is a good time to save your new creation.

To do this, simply tap on Save.

Next, name your preset and tap on the Save option.

Please note - you can set the saving behavior in the Settings Menu using Auto Save.

Now, Tap on the lock icon to access the cable edit mode.

The lock icon will turn grey, and you are able to edit your patch.
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Tap on the lock icon to lock (hide) the cables.

The lock icon will appear red when locked.

To access the settings menu for any module, simply tap and hold on the modules title.
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Cable Settings

Tap on the OUT cable connection circle to access the cable setting menu.

The cable modifiers include a low pass filter, noise, offset, quantize, level and reset.

The Grouping Modules Function

You may cut or copy multiple modules by dragging them together so they overlap.
Then tap & hold to bring up the option bar.
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Exploring The WaveTable & Sampler Modules

Using The WaveTable Generator

Tap and hold on the Generators title to access the settings menu.

Tap on the Preset option in the menu to access the available waveforms (see below).
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Below is the preset waveform menu for the WaveTable.

The wavetable has 2 modes: gauss and additive.

Classic waveforms can used for each of these modes. 
Preset CV input can act as pitch control or phase lookup, 
depending on the mode used (the default is pitch oscillator).

As an example, select the Gauss – Saw option.

You can further shape the waveform using the tap and drag method with any of the numbered circles.
See the waveform change in real time as you move your finger.
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Using The Sampler Module

Use the tap & hold method on the modules title to access the settings menu.

Tap on Filename in the Sampler menu to access the samples (See below).
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The Filename menu allows you to load your samples into the sampler module.

Tap on the cloud icon to access the file sharing options to import and/or export samples.
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THE GUI Options

Using The Console Module

The Console Module is a preconfigured mixing console, 
ready to be connected into further modules using MIDI and audio in connectors.

Tap on Plugin or FX to access the modules associated with each.
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Below is an example from the Preset List of the Console in use -

Tap on the Sampler button (Plugin) to see the full patch.

Please note - Don't forget to set the polyphony in the patch above.

To do this - Tap and hold on the Poly module to access it'e settings menu, 
then use the Max Poly setting to specify the maximum polyphony you require.
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Using The JSCtrl Module

Tap on the yellow keys icon to access the MIDI Controller interface.

You can access the JavaScript code for the MIDI Controller using the gear icon (see below).
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Here you can add to the code or create your own script.

Tap on Help to learn more about using JavaScript to design your own interface.
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Exploring The AU & IAA Modules

Using the Audi Unit (AU)

Use the tap & hold method to access the settings menu.

Tap on Plugin to select from the available Audio Units.

Select an Audio Unit. 
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We will choose Phonem for this example (see below).
Now the AU settings menu will reflect the chosen Audio Unit.

Tap on Mod1 Parm to assign a modulation target.

The same process can be followed for the second modulation option (Mod2 Parm).
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To be able to use the AU interface, you simply need to lock the preset.
To do this, tap on the lock icon.

Now you can use the AU in real time, as part of your modular setup.

This means you can access the presets of the Audio Unit and manipulate all parameters.
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Below is an example of a simple AU v3 setup, playable from a keyboard.
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Using The Inter App Audio (IAA) 

Tap & hold on the IAA module title to access the settings menu.

Tap on Iaa FX to access the Inter App Audio options (see below).
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Select an IAA app or return to the previous menu.

For this example we will choose GEN DrumPerfect (Instr 1).

Tapping on the IAA app icon will take you directly to that app.
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Below is an example of using the Combiner Module to mix the MIDI signals from the keyboard and the
sequencer. Use the red dial on the Combiner to change the type to midimerge.

Two of the options for the combiner can be seen below.
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Exploring The Seq & CV Modules

Using the Ableton Link Clock Module

Use the Tap & Hold method on the Modules title to access the Settings Menu.

This is where you can set the bar length (Quantum) and the clock division (Beatsperclick).
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Use the Setup button to turn the Ableton Link connection on.

Using the BPM Module

This module is used for setting the BPM and turning the MIDI clock on/off.
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Using the CV Sequencer Module

This is an 8 step analog-style Control Voltage sequencer to use with external hardware.

Use the Tap & Hold method to access the CV Sequencers Setting Menu.

The CV amounts can be directly set using the red dials on the module.

Please note – The CV Sequencer can be used to shape waveforms bu fast STS (step select) or CLK 
input (3 octaves lower).
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Using the Poly MIDI to CV/Gate (Midi4) Module

This is where you convert polyphonic MIDI signals to CV for use with external hardware.
You can set the MIDI channel and MIDI to CV send channels.

Using the CV/Gate to MIDI Converter (N2M) Module

This module converts CV signals back to MIDI.
This allows you to accept signals back from external hardware.

You can select the MIDI channel and set the velocity in the settings menu.
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Please note - You need a DC coupled interface to produce note CV.

Using the MIDI Filter Module

The MIDI Filter Module allows you to filter the MIDI information passing through.

Tap on Operation in the settings menu to access all the available MIDI Filters.
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Tap on Channel to choose the MIDI channel.

Please note – this module can be used to extract CLK and RST from the MIDIClock,
and can convert CV to MIDI (& MIDI to CV).

Using the MIDI Sequencer Module

Use the tap & hold method to access the settings menu.

Here you can import MIDI files and adjust various parameters for the sequencer.
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Tap on the black rectangle to access the piano roll style MIDI Score Editor (see below).

Here you find the piano roll style interface.
Simple tap on the editor to add notes to the sequence.

You can also extend the editor out to 8 bars, and use the Cycle option for looping an area.
It is also possible to cut, copy and paste selections of notes.

You can select the MIDI channel 1-16 from the bottom section of the Editor.
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Using the MathDSP (DSP) Module

Long tap to access the settings menu, where you can configure the chosen DSP.

Tap on Pn: in the Config Settings to access all the available maths and DSP functions (see below).
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Scroll down through the list to see all the available options.
You can also just turn the red dial to change the Math/DSP options.

Creating A Macro Module

It is possible to create Macro Module of the current setup.

Simply choose the Macro module from the Tools section of the Module List.
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You will next be asked to confirm this action by selecting Yes or choose No to cancel.

Now you have a new Macro Module, which can be used just like any other module.

Tapping on the arrow icon will give you access to the contents of the Macro module again.
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Tap & Hold on the new Macro Module to access its settings menu.

Use the Sub Patch option above in the Macro menu to access the Sub Patch Preset List.
The Sub Patch presets are a list of all the occurring patches within the presets.
It is a good idea to create your own because they are easy to re-use in new presets.

If you select a new preset (for example – Bass), then the Sub Patch will be replaced with your choice.

If you select the Layout option from the Settings Menu (shown on the previous page), you are able to 
change the outward appearance and connectivity of the Macro module.
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For example – choose 2 in / 2 out / 2 knob option.

You now have stereo ins and outs on your new module.
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THE MODULES

1 - GENERATORS
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2 - ENVELOPES
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3 - PROCESSORS
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5 - SEQ & CV
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6 - MIDI
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